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ABSTRACT
We present the design and development of a variable-temperature high-speed scanning tunneling microscope (STM). The setup consists of a
two-chamber ultra-high vacuum system, including a preparation and a main chamber. The preparation chamber is equipped with standard
preparation tools for sample cleaning and film growth. The main chamber hosts the STM that is located within a continuous flow cryostat for
counter-cooling during high-temperature measurements. The microscope body is compact, rigid, and highly symmetric to ensure vibrational
stability and low thermal drift. We designed a hybrid scanner made of two independent tube piezos for slow and fast scanning, respectively.
A commercial STM controller is used for slow scanning, while a high-speed Versa Module Eurocard bus system controls fast scanning. Here,
we implement non-conventional spiral geometries for high-speed scanning, which consist of smooth sine and cosine signals created by an
arbitrary waveform generator. The tip scans in a quasi-constant height mode, where the logarithm of the tunneling current signal can be
regarded as roughly proportional to the surface topography. Scan control and data acquisition have been programmed in the experimental
physics and industrial control system framework. With the spiral scans, we atomically resolved diffusion processes of oxygen atoms on the
Ru(0001) surface and achieved a time resolution of 8.3 ms per frame at different temperatures. Variable-temperature measurements reveal an
influence of the temperature on the oxygen diffusion rate.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0079868

I. INTRODUCTION

Since its invention by Binnig and Rohrer in 1982, the scan-
ning tunneling microscope (STM) has become one of the most
powerful instruments for real-space investigation of surfaces at
atomic resolution.1 This technique has broad capabilities, with sam-
ple systems ranging from metal crystals to thin insulating films
and from quantum materials to biological membranes, combined
with the possibility to vary the measuring conditions from mK to
several hundred degree Celsius from high pressure to ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) environment.2–5 However, an improved time res-
olution in STM is often missing for further applications. Inspired by
pump–probe techniques,6 time resolutions ranging from nanosec-
onds to subpicoseconds have been achieved in STM measurements
by incorporating voltage, laser, or terahertz pulses into the tunneling
junction.7–11 Such experiments have enabled studies on dynamics of

spins, charge carriers, and quasiparticles upon excitation in nanos-
tructures. Moreover, the spectroscopy mode of STM allows us to
investigate the vibrational and rotational properties of molecules
through inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS)12–14 at
the femtosecond scale. Unfortunately, these concepts do not allow
for imaging in real space at such time resolutions. To directly
access the non-equilibrium dynamics of atom diffusion,15,16 film
growth,17–19 phase transitions, and chemical reactions,20–23 much
effort has been made to drive the imaging rates of STM close
to the video rate and beyond in the last two decades. Figure 1
depicts the application and limitation of different techniques
for resolving dynamic processes, and Table I summarizes the
time resolutions of state-of-the-art high-speed STMs for real-time
imaging.

One bottleneck for fast scanning is the mechanical stability of
the scanner unit. In order to avoid any interference between the
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FIG. 1. Overview of the time scale of molecular and atomic dynamic processes
and the time resolution of different techniques.

piezo-movement and the mechanical response of the system, it is
crucial to push the resonance frequency of the scanner above the
desired scan speeds. To increase the bandwidth of the mechanical
loop, it is necessary to build the STM head as rigid and compact
as possible. Several groups have contributed to the development
of stable mechanical loops with a high resonance frequency to
increase the imaging rate.24,27,29–36 Their methods include using
stiff coarse approach mechanisms, such as inchworm motor or
Pan style motor, design of scanners with different configurations
ranging from tube piezo shape to conical piezo geometry and
further to microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) scanners and
flexure-based scanners, and so on.33

Another challenge is driving the scanner piezo with a frequency
of several hundreds of kilo Hertz in order to achieve scans at the
video rate. Conventionally, the STM tip scans in raster geome-
try controlled by triangle waveforms. To avoid the high frequency
components associated with the turn-around points, sine waves
have been employed to control the movement along the fast scan
direction.15,26–28,31,34,35,37 However, distortions and imaging artifacts
could not be completely eliminated at the edge of the STM images,
particularly at high speed.25,27,33,38 Applying smooth sine waves in
both scan directions should further minimize imaging artifacts and
improve the time resolution. Spiral geometries represent a promis-
ing possibility to implement these smooth sine waves. With spiral
geometries, the tip scans all the points smoothly minimizing the

effects of hysteresis and creeping of the piezo. Moreover, by mov-
ing in both x and y directions synchronously, theoretically the spiral
geometry achieves the maximum scan rate and area with a certain
resonance frequency and scan voltage. Recently, the spiral scan has
been used in atomic force microscopy and electron microscopy to
improve the imaging quality39–45 and also in STM to correct the
image distortions.46,47 However, so far the effect of spiral scans on
increasing the frame rate in STM imaging has not been explored.

In addition, there are some other factors determining the
scan speed and image resolution of the high-speed STM. A high
bandwidth of the feedback control system is required to track
the tip–sample distance during high-speed scanning in a constant
current mode. In fact, the constant height mode is usually used
to compromise between the high-speed scan and the rather slow
feedback loop limited by the stray capacitance.15,26,28 In parallel, a
higher bandwidth of the preamplifier for detecting the tunneling
current is helpful to improve the imaging resolution. Strong over-
sampling is crucial to recover useful signals when scanning above the
preamplifier cut-off frequency. Further developments in high-speed
electronics will naturally provide new solutions for data acquisi-
tion and visualization for high-speed STM imaging. Table II shows
a summary of the bandwidths of state-of-the-art commercially
available high-speed electronics that limit the high-speed imaging
in STM.

In addition to high-speed imaging, the ability to vary the sam-
ple temperature enables STM to be a versatile tool that allows
us to determine the kinetic parameters for the surface dynamics.
Scanning at high temperatures favors thermal drift in the system
and potentially causes image distortions. To reduce image distor-
tions due to thermal drift, the shape of our scanner is cylindrically
symmetric.31,52 Moreover, the scanner made of piezos must be
kept at a temperature lower than their Curie temperatures during
high temperature measurements. One method is thermally isolat-
ing the scanner from the hot sample with radiation shields.31,52 A
more efficient way is counter-cooling the entire microscope body
with a cryostat.32 Table III summarizes the scanning parameters of
state-of-the-art high-temperature STMs.

In this article, we present the design and performance of
a variable-temperature high-speed scanning tunneling microscope
working in the UHV environment. We developed a sample holder
with an integrated e-beam heater that enables in situ heating during
STM imaging. On the other hand, the whole STM is located within
a continuous flow cryostat for counter-cooling the scanner during
high-temperature measurements. The microscope body is compact,

TABLE I. Scanning parameters of state-of-the-art high-speed STMs.

Environment Sample system Image size (nm2) Resolution Imaging speed (Hz) Reference

RT-UHV O diffusion on Ru(0001) 8 × 8 Atomic 15 15
Liquid S diffusion on Cu(100) 9.4 × 9.4 Atomic 20 24
Ambient HOPG 1 × 1 Atomic 52 25
LT-UHV Molecular self-assembly 6 × 6 Submolecular 60 26
HT-UHV Graphene growth on Ni(111) 1.5 × 3 Atomic 60 19
RT-UHV HOPG 5 × 5 Atomic 80 27
HT-UHV Surface reconstruction of Rh(110) 6.5 × 6.5 Atomic row 100 28
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TABLE II. Bandwidths of state-of-the-art high-speed electronics compared with the
electron tunneling limit.

Electronics Bandwidth (Hz) Bandwidth (s) Reference

Electron tunneling 3 G (1 nA) 0.33 n 34
Real-time controller 30 k 33μ 48
Preamplifier 600 k (109 V/A) 1.7μ 49
Digitizer 500 M 2 n 50
HV amplifier 5 M 200 n 51

TABLE III. Scanning parameters of state-of-the-art high-temperature STMs.

Sample system Temperature (K) Reference

Surface reconstruction of Rh(110) 473 28
Fischer–Tropsch synthesis 500 53
on Co(0001)
Graphene growth on Ni(111) 710 19
Phase transition on Si(111) 930 54
Boron nitride growth on Rh(111) 978 17

rigid, and damped by suspension springs and eddy current, which
result in high vibrational stability. We use spiral scan geometries for
the high-speed imaging of atomically flat surfaces. High-speed scans
are controlled by a custom-programmed high-speed Versa Module
Eurocard bus (VMEbus) system. During fast scanning, the feed-
back on the tunneling current is still switched on but set to a very
slow feedback loop. This allows us to control an average tunnel-
ing current. Hereby, the tip scans in a quasi-constant height mode.
Oxygen adsorption on Ru(0001) is measured for testing the perfor-
mance of the instrument. A scan speed of 120 frames per second
with atomic resolution is achieved at room temperature and elevated
temperatures. The diffusion processes of single oxygen atoms can be
observed in the recorded STM videos.

II. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
In order to achieve atomic resolution in the high-speed STM

imaging above the video rate, both the mechanical and electronic
noise levels must be reduced as much as possible. The sample holder
with an in situ heating function and an easy sample transfer system
in the UHV environment is home-designed. To limit the mechanical
noise, we constructed an STM scanner that is compact and rigid and
fairly insusceptible to external vibrations. To efficiently increase the
frame rate, we implemented spiral geometries for fast scanning. The
details of the constructions will be described below.

A. System overview
The machine is a two-chamber system, including a main cham-

ber and a preparation chamber, as shown in Fig. 2. The preparation
chamber is equipped with standard preparation tools for sample
cleaning and thin film growth, such as sputter gun, e-beam evapora-
tor, and residual gas analyzer. The top of the preparation chamber is
attached with a sample storage for hosting up to eight sample hold-
ers in UHV, which is connected to the load lock from the side. In

FIG. 2. Overview of the vacuum system including the flow cryostat. The whole
setup is fixed on a vibration isolating table to damp the mechanical noise dur-
ing measurement: (1) load lock, (2) sample storage, (3) cryostat flange, (4) liquid
helium or nitrogen transfer tube, (5) manipulator, (6) Helmholtz coil for IV-LEED,
(7) preparation chamber, (8) STM body, (9) main chamber, (10) Nanonis control
system, (11) turbo pump, (12) ion pump, (13) liquid helium or nitrogen can, (14)
electronics, and (15) vibration damping table.

addition, an ErLEED (SPECS Surface Nano Analysis GmbH) resides
in the preparation chamber for characterizing the overall surface
structure of single crystals and adsorbate layers upon sample prepa-
ration. The main chamber that is connected with the preparation
chamber through a gate valve hosts a continuous flow cryostat. The
microscope is housed in the bottom part of the cryostat under UHV
and low temperature environment. The preparation chamber and
the main chamber are connected from the bottom to a turbomolec-
ular pump and an ion getter pump, respectively. This combination
assures a base pressure in the 10−10 mbar range for both chambers.

For mechanical stability, the chambers are mounted on a rigid
steel frame. Additionally, the complete system, including the liq-
uid helium, rests on an Opta optical breadboard supported by
three vibration damping legs from HWL Scientific Instruments
GmbH. To minimize the external vibrations due to cable connec-
tions, electronic controllers are also placed in the frame. Moreover,
the high-speed digitizer and high voltage amplifiers with cooling
fans are located on an additional frame close to the main cham-
ber. Therefore, during STM measurement, the entire system is well
isolated with only several short cables connected from the external
environment.

B. Sample holder design
The surface dynamic processes are strongly influenced by

the sample temperature. In particular, kinetic parameters, such as
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activation energy, can be extracted by means of the Arrhenius equa-
tion in the temperature-dependent experiments. To this end, we
designed a sample holder with a built-in electron bombardment
heater, which can be used for annealing the sample during sample
preparation and heating the sample in STM during imaging. The
built-in heater also allows for in situ investigating the overall struc-
tural evolution of the films on surfaces as a function of temperature
with LEED.

Figure 3 sketches the structure of the sample holder that con-
sists of several stacked layers. A metal ring with threads and a metal
base with screws are located at the most top and most bottom posi-
tions, respectively. They are made from molybdenum and used to
hold all the other components in between. Three sapphire plates are
placed in between the metal units from top to down to create two iso-
lating layers. The sample is placed in between the top and the middle
sapphires, connected with K-type thermal couples for measuring the
sample temperature. The filament made from tungsten and its elec-
trodes made from molybdenum are inserted in between the middle
and the bottom sapphires. With this setup, it is assured that both the
sample and the filament are electrically isolated from their environ-
ments. For electron bombardment heating, the sample is grounded
and a current is applied to the filament with a lower potential with
respect to the sample for emitting hot electrons to the sample.

This design of the sample holder ensures fast and easy sam-
ple transfer, as shown in Fig. 4. The sample holder is in an overall
rectangular shape with a nose at the molybdenum base that can be
grabbed by the manipulator head. Electrical connections are made
between the pins at the sample holder and those at the manipulator
for filament current and temperature measurement. An electrically
insulating spacer made from Macor is incorporated in between the
manipulator metal body and its head, which enables the sample
holder to be electrically decoupled from the ground.

FIG. 3. Design of the sample holder with a built-in e-beam heater. (a) Overview
of the sample holder showing an overall rectangular shape with a nose for sam-
ple transfer. (b) Structure of the sample holder: (1) Mo ring with threads, (2) top
sapphire, (3) single crystal and thermal couple plates, (4) middle sapphire, (5) W
filament and its electrodes, (6) bottom sapphire, and (7) Mo base with screws.

FIG. 4. Sample transfer system. A sample can be introduced into the UHV system
from ambient through the load lock (1). Then, the sample can be transferred to the
sample storage position (2), where up to eight samples can be stored. The manipu-
lator (3) can be used to grab a sample from the sample storage for film preparation.
In the end, the sample is transferred into the STM (4) for measurement.

C. Continuous flow cryostat
Since the sample needs to be heated in the STM during

temperature-dependent measurements, it is necessary to counter-
cool the scanner unit to minimize the thermal drift and keep the
piezos under their Curie temperature. Moreover, the spectroscopy
mode of the microscope can offer another interesting possibility
to investigate the local vibrational properties of the nanostructures
on surfaces through IETS,12 whose prerequisite is a low tempera-
ture environment. For these purposes, a continuous flow cryostat is
chosen for cooling the STM.55

Figure 5 shows the flow cryostat that is designed by ourselves
and built by the CryoVac GmbH. Liquid nitrogen or liquid helium
is led into the inlet, while the outlet is connected to the exhaust line.
A typical pressure of several hundreds of mbar is achieved in the
exhaust line by a membrane pump, which facilitates the continuous
flow of liquid nitrogen or liquid helium through the cryostat. The
STM head is located inside the cryostat enclosed by two layers of
radiation shields, which thermally decouple the STM from the room
temperature environment and enable effective cooling of the whole
microscope and not only the sample. Sample transfer can be realized
by opening a shutter thermally connecting to the radiation shields by
thick copper braids. The microscope is mechanically attached to the
cryostat cold finger with a locking mechanism. Thereby, the micro-
scope can be firmly attached to the cryostat for fast cooling as well
as for rigidity during sample transfer. Upon releasing, the micro-
scope is held by three springs from the cryostat for damping the
mechanical vibrations during measurement.

D. STM head
1. Design of the microscope

Figure 6 shows the home-built STM head suitable for high-
speed scanning at variable temperatures. It has been designed to be
as compact and rigid as possible so that it is less sensitive to external
vibrations. Additionally, the microscope has an overall cylindrical
shape with an exact mirror symmetry along the probe axis [Fig. 6(a)].
This assures the alignment of the probing tip relative to the sample
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FIG. 5. (a) Design of the flow cryostat: (1) shutter controller, (2) liquid inlet, (3)
clamp controller, (4) ports for electrical feedthroughs, (5) outer shield, (6) inner
shield, and (7) microscope. (b) Sectional view of the microscope mounted within
the cryostat: (8) springs, (9) cold finger, (10) microscope body, (11) inner shield,
(12) sample holder, (13) copper cross, and (14) magnets. During measurement,
the microscope is unclamped from the cold finger of the cryostat and hanging on
three springs. At the bottom of the sample stage, an eddy current damping system
is used to further reduce the vibration noise. For better visibility of the microscope,
the front shields are removed.

during temperature changes. The compactness is realized primarily
by integration of the tube scanner into the coarse approach motor
[Fig. 6(b)]. It consists of a copper cylinder (walker) carrying the
scanner, which is clamped between three shear-piezo stacks glued at
a copper block. We drive the motor in the stick–slip mode of oper-
ation. Each shear piezo can enable independent displacements in
two directions, which can be named as x and z directions for easy
description. The coarse approach is realized by simultaneous dis-
placements of the three shear piezos in the z direction. Similarly, the
simultaneously displacements in the x direction capacitate the rota-
tion of the scanner. We incorporated six slits at the copper walker.
This enables elasticity to the walker so that the friction force within
the coarse approach system is stable during the stick–slip motion.
Since all the metal parts are made of the same material, gold-coated
copper, the coarse motor is very stable and reliable at variable tem-
peratures. Instead of the commonly used prismatic shape, we use a
cylindrical shape and placed the tip off center. This enables coarse
changes of the scan position by rotating the scanner.

FIG. 6. (a) Schematic of the STM head: (1) springs, (2) microscope, (3) sam-
ple stage, (4) copper cross of eddy current damping, and (5) magnets of eddy
current damping. The microscope is hanging on three springs from above and
connects to an eddy current damping setup from underneath, which ensure highly
vibrational stability during measurement. (b) Design of the microscope [the part
highlighted in the dashed green rectangle in (a)]: (6) connection to cryostat, (7)
parts for clamping, (8) electrical connections, (9) scanner unit, (10) shear piezos
for the coarse approach, (11) copper block, and (12) and (13) microscope body.
The coarse approach is realized through the stick–slip mechanism. (c) Design of
the scanner unit [the part highlighted in the dashed red rectangle in (b)]: (14) cop-
per walker, (15) overview piezo, (16) Macor connector, (17) fast-scan piezo, (18)
graphite, (19) insulation spacer, (20) tip holder made from graphite, (21) tip, and
(22) copper shield. The hybrid scanner consists of two independent tube piezos.
The cuttings allow for elasticity to the copper walker, ensuring stability of the coarse
approach at variable temperatures.

As shown in Fig. 6(b), two brackets with plugs and sockets are
designed for the electronic connections. The plugs are fed into the
electronics out of the UHV through the cryostat, while the sockets
are connected to the cables from the scanner and shear piezo stacks.
The bracket with the sockets can be easily disconnected from the
bracket with the plugs that are fixed onto the cryostat, thereby keep-
ing the repair of the scanner simple. Moreover, the same electrical
contacts as those at the manipulator are also designed at the sample
stage for in situ e-beam heating and temperature monitoring dur-
ing scanning. A copper cross is attached at the bottom of the sample
stage, together with four strong magnets mounted from underneath,
to construct an eddy current damping system [Fig. 6(a)].

2. Hybrid scanner
The scanner unit is the heart of the STM head. In our

setup, we designed a nested hybrid scanner composed of two
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independent segmented tube piezos [Fig. 6(c)], a big one and a small
one in dimension, from Physik Instrumente GmbH (PI). The big
piezo is used for large-area and low-speed scans, named as overview
(OV) piezo. Once a good place has been found, one can start the fast
scan in a small area by using the small piezo named as fast-scan (FS)
piezo. In the hybrid scanner, the two piezos are independently con-
trolled by two sets of electronics (see details in Sec. II E 2). Therefore,
there is no need to frequently switch the control electronics between
slow and fast modes, and it is convenient to change the fast scanning
position during the measurement by adjusting the voltages applied
at the OV piezo.

The maximum scan range with an applied voltage of ±200
V amounts to 2500.0 × 2500.0 nm2 for the OV piezo and 500.0
× 500.0 nm2 for the FS piezo at room temperature.

A critical parameter for the piezo scanner is its resonance fre-
quency, which should be higher than the scanning frequency in the
fast scan direction. Otherwise, the scanning motion would excite
mechanical noise in the piezo. Here, we chose a FS piezo with reso-
nance frequencies above 1 MHz that is well above the scheduled scan
speed.

Figure 6(c) shows the assembly of the hybrid scanner. The top
part of the OV tube piezo is mounted into the copper cylinder with-
out establishing an electric connection. The FS piezo is attached onto
the bottom of the OV piezo through a Macor connector. Here, it is
important to note that the four segments on the outer face at the
FS piezo must be aligned to those at the OV piezo to ensure the
same tilt angles in the x and y directions for both tube piezos. Then,
three stacks (a graphite piece, an insulation spacer made of sapphire,
and another graphite piece with holes as the tip holder) are glued
onto the bottom of the FS piezo. The tip is clamped off center of the
graphite support to coarsely change the scan area by rotation of the
scanner. The graphite between the FS piezo and the tip is set to the
ground potential, which is essential to reduce the electronic noise
in the tunneling current. Graphite is used due to its low density to
ensure a high resonance frequency of the FS piezo for high-speed
measurements. A copper shield is fixed onto the bottom of the cop-
per cylinder with conductive glue. This shield is also set to ground
potential, which is used to shield the high frequency signals at the
FS piezo to avoid cross talk with the tunneling current signal during
fast scan.

Figure 7 depicts the sectional view of the assembled micro-
scope. It measures 35 mm in diameter by 60 mm in height, including
the copper cross for eddy current damping. There are in total 12
cables for the hybrid scanner: two sets of five cables for piezo elec-
trodes (four segments on the outer face, one on the inner), one cable
for the tunneling current, and one cable for grounding the copper
shield. Here, we chose copper instead of the often used nickel to
avoid magnetic material. The cables for the piezo electrodes are feed
into the pins through the tube, while the tunneling current cable
passes through the microscope body to avoid cross talk.

E. Spiral scanning and electronics
1. Spiral scanning

To overcome the limitation of scan speed by the sharp
turn-around points in the conventional raster scanning mode,
we implement spiral geometries for the high-speed scans in our

FIG. 7. Sectional view of the assembled microscope: (1) connection to the cryo-
stat, (2) contact parts of the microscope, (3) central rod to clamp and release the
microscope, (4) overview piezo, (5) copper walker, (6) cables, (7) fast-scan piezo,
(8) electrical connections at sample holder, and (9) springs for fixing the sample
holder.

experiments.39–45,56,57 In spiral scanning, the signals are generated
by smooth variation of the output frequency and amplitude in real
time.

Mathematically, a spiral can be described as the combination of
cosine and sine waves,

x = ta ⋅ cos(ω ⋅ tb), (1)

y = ta ⋅ sin(ω ⋅ tb). (2)

The spiral trajectory can be adjusted by parameters a and b. For
example, a = b = 1 leads to spiral scanning with constant angular
velocity (CAV), while spiral scanning with constant linear velocity
(CLV) can be generated by a = b = 0.5. The waveforms for control of
a spiral scan in constant angular velocity are shown in Fig. 8(a). The
input signals for x and y directions show a phase shift of 90○, and the
amplitude of the signals varies linearly with time. The correspond-
ing trajectory of the tip during scanning is depicted in Fig. 8(b),
which clearly illustrates that in the CAV mode, more data points
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FIG. 8. (a) Waveforms for control of a spiral scan in constant angular velocity. (b)
The corresponding trajectory of the tip for a scan with constant sampling frequency.
The sample density is reduced for visualization.

are distributed in the central area. Although in the CLV mode the
data points are evenly distributed in the whole scan area, the very
fast motion of the tip in the center will induce pronounced vibra-
tional noise and influence the resolution in the STM images.45 The
CAV spiral scanning in our measurements has turned out to be more
stable (less noise) than the CLV spiral mode.57

When scanning with high speed, it is crucial to apply tilt cor-
rection to the spiral geometry to avoid tip crashes with the surface
[Fig. 9(a)]. In our method, we integrated a common offset z into the
x and y signals since the inner electrode of the FS piezo is grounded
in our scanner. With the tilt correction, the waveform is described as

x′ = t cos(ωt) + z, (3)

y′ = t sin(ωt) + z. (4)

The z signal is a linear combination of x and y,

z = Ax + By. (5)

FIG. 9. (a) Schematic of the tilt correction. (b) Planar tilt correction applied to the
STM tip trajectory to scan in the quasi-constant height mode. (c) Spiral trajectory
of the tip movement from (b) with an overlaid 2D grid. (d) 2D histogram of set tilt
correction in the z direction and (e) the resulting ideal tunneling current.

Here, A and B represent the tilt angles in x and y directions,
respectively, which can be extracted from the OV piezo during con-
ventional raster scan. With simple trigonometry, the prefactors A
and B can be determined as

A = − tan(α + αoff set) ⋅ fOV/ fFS. (6)

Here, α is the tilt angle in x direction measured with the OV piezo
and αoffset is the angle misalignment of the OV piezo respect to the FS
piezo in x direction. fOV and fFS are the calibration factors (nm/V)
for the OV piezo and the FS piezo, respectively,

B = − tan(β + βoff set) ⋅ fOV/ fFS. (7)

Here, β is the tilt angle in y direction measured with the OV piezo
and βoffset is the angle misalignment of the OV piezo respect to the
FS piezo in the y direction. Figure 9(b) illustrates the intensity pro-
file of a spiral trajectory with the tilt correction in x direction, where
the brightness represents the height. The exemplarily shown correc-
tion consists of a simple planar tilt. In principle, other functions are
implementable to correct for non-atomically flat surfaces.

Besides the tilt correction, another key factor to enable fast
scanning and to avoid tip crashes is the smooth transition between
outward and inward scans by the constant direction of rotation
along the spiral trajectory.57 The tip starts in the center with the out-
ward scan in a clockwise motion. At the end of the spiral trajectory,
the tip continues immediately with the inward scan in clockwise
motion too. Therefore, the overall trajectory is continuous and does
not show abrupt changes in direction. Moreover, we implemented
a method to stop high-speed scanning slowly by steadily decreasing
the amplitude of the spiral input signals over several outward and
inward scans until the tip is at the zero reset position.

To display the spiral data as an image, we need to map the data
cloud onto a two dimensional (2D) grid. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) sketch
a fast method to achieve this with 2D histograms. Figure 9(c) shows
how the spiral point cloud is binned by the 2D grid. In Fig. 9(d),
the set tilt correction in the z direction is plotted, and in Fig. 9(e),
the resulting tunneling current is shown. Here, each square (pixel)
is assigned with the mean intensity value of all spiral points inside
this area. With this method, we are able to provide a live monitor
during the fast scanning. The calculation time for a 100 × 100 grid
image takes 3.5 ms. With an additional plane removal of the data,
the calculation time increases to not more than 10 ms per frame. To
analyze the spiral images in detail, a purely Python based program is
developed.57,58 Details on other possible image reconstructions are
described elsewhere.57

2. Electronics
The hybrid scanner is controlled with a hybrid electronics sys-

tem by the combination of a commercial SPM control unit and a
home-programmed high-speed electronics (Fig. 10). The Nanonis
control system from SPECS Surface Nano Analysis GmbH is used
for the OV scanner in the conventional scanning (low-speed and
large-area measurements). For the video-rate scanning, we choose a
high-speed Versa Module Eurocard bus (VMEbus) system to con-
trol the FS scanner and process the data. During fast scanning,
the tunneling current signal is fed into both the Nanonis unit and
the high-speed electronics. When the FS piezo scans in high-speed
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FIG. 10. Schematic view of the electronics for controlling the hybrid STM scanner. A commercial Nanonis unit and a high-speed Versa Module Eurocard bus system control
the OV and the FS piezo for slow and fast scan, respectively. Fast scan control and data acquisition have been programmed in an EPICS framework.

spiral geometry, the feedback of the OV piezo is still switched on
through the Nanonis unit but set to a very slow feedback loop with
typical parameters of 5 pm for proportional and 100 ms for time
constant. Therefore, the tip scans in a quasi-constant height mode,
where the logarithm of the tunneling current signal can be regarded
as roughly proportional to the surface topography. It is worthy to
note that the cut-off frequency of the Nanonis real-time system is
30 KHz that is well below the bandwidth of the tunneling current
signal in high-speed scanning. Hence, it acts as a low-pass filter
to remove the high frequency noises activated by the tip motion,
thereby avoiding overshooting in the feedback system during fast
scanning.

The high-speed electronics consists of four high voltage ampli-
fiers and a VMEbus system, including a waveform generator and a
digitizer.46 The arbitrary waveform generator (with an output range
of 3 V peak to peak) is used to produce the sine and cosine waves for
the spiral scans. Subsequently, the signals are routed into the high
voltage amplifiers that allow ±150 V output range and up to 5 MHz
bandwidth through digital-to-analog converters (DACs). There are
four signals applied to the four segments on the outer face of the
FS piezo, while the inner electrode is grounded. Moreover, an addi-
tional z signal is added to the four outer segments (for example, the
z in the “x + z” signal) to elongate or shorten the entire tube piezo

simultaneously; hence, the tilt correction can be applied during high-
speed scanning. This z signal can be calculated from the tilt angles
in x and y directions measured from Nanonis (see Sec. II E 1). The
tilt correction is critical for high-speed STM images resulting in tip
crashes. The slow feedback from Nanonis only compensates the drift
of the mean vertical tip position. Actually, during measurement, the
height signal of the OV piezo is also fed into the data acquisition sys-
tem of the high-speed electronics for analyzing the quality of the tilt
correction and the reliability of the features in the STM images.

The high-speed digitizer is used to digitize the tunneling cur-
rent signal from the preamplifier. While the typical bandwidth
required for video-rate STM measurements stays in the MHz fre-
quency range, commercially available preamplifiers provide a rather
smaller bandwidth, thus resulting in a strong suppression of the
signals in the frequency range of interest. In this context, the high
sampling rate with 250 MS/s of the SIS3316 VME digitizer allows
oversampling the input to recover the measured signal even well
above the preamplifier cutoff. For the first test, we use a FEMTO
DLPCA200 I/V converter with a cut-off frequency (−3 dB) of
200 KHz with the gain setting 108 V/A. The digitizer is driven by
the same clock as the waveform generator, thereby ensuring stable
and reliable synchronization between the probe motion and the data
acquisition.
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A high-efficiency integrated software suite is needed to account
for real time processing and storing of the data acquired with the
high-speed electronics. As an example, the stream of data during
the acquisition of a 200 × 200 pixels movie at an imaging rate
of 50 frames per seconds with a resolution of 14 bit amounts to
28 Mbit/s. We choose the experimental physics and industrial con-
trol system (EPICS) framework to drive the control electronics.
Phoebus is used as the graphical user interface to monitor the pro-
cess variables (PV) to configure the scan parameters and to visualize
the high-speed scan results during the data acquisition. We acquire
the position (x, y, z) and the tunneling current signals with the
SIS3316 VME digitizer. The data are stored in a ring buffer on an
additional local central processing unit (CPU). From here, the data
are written to a PV in the EPICS framework. With a monitor func-
tion of the pvapy59 package, we collect each frame and append it to a
queue on our local machine. Another thread in Python accesses the
queue and writes the single frames into an HDF5 file. The frames are
provided with numerous attributes, such as frame numbers, gains,
and real-time timestamps. For the live scan display, an independent
process collects single frames and maps the data to a 2D histogram
(as describes in Sec. II E 1). An additional PV provides the output
image, which is then displayed in Phoebus on the local measurement
machine.

III. PERFORMANCE
The principal tests of our facility concern the image quality of

the conventional scanning, the lateral resolution, and speed limit in
the fast spiral scanning at variable temperatures. A Pt/Ir tip is used
for all the measurements. In our setup, the tip is grounded, while
the voltage is applied to the sample. All the STM images shown in
the following were acquired with the preamplifier gain setting of
108 V/A in the high speed mode [200 kHz cut-off frequency (−3 dB)
and input noise of 130 fA/

√
Hz].

A. Conventional STM imaging
Au(111) was chosen as the first system for test. As shown in Fig.

11(a), the herringbone structure of the Au (111) has been clearly
resolved after cleaning the sample by repeated cycles of Ar+ bom-
bardment at 1 kV and annealing to 800 K. To further verify the
stability of our STM, we performed measurements on more complex
systems. A silica bilayer film was grown on the Ru(0001) surface by
evaporation of silicon on an O precovered substrate in 2× 10−6 mbar
O2 for 15 min and subsequent annealing to 1200 K.60 As shown in
the zoomed-in STM image in Fig. 11(b), single O atoms are clearly
imaged, which discloses the complex atomic arrangements in the sil-
ica film. There, a few six-membered rings form a small crystalline
area incorporated in the amorphous film, which is an ideal sys-
tem to study the interconversion between vitreous and crystalline
phases of a silica film.20,21,60–64 It is important to note that typically
the atomic resolution of silica is achieved only at low temperature
and low noise setting (4.3 fA/

√
Hz) of the preamplifier.60 In our

measurement, individual O and Si atoms within the silica network
can be imaged at room temperature with high noise (130 fA/

√
Hz)

preamplifier setting, which demonstrates the success of our design
concept.

FIG. 11. Conventional STM images in a constant current mode at room tem-
perature (300 K). (a) z image of the bare Au(111) surface with herringbone
reconstruction, scan range 90 × 90 nm2, IT = 0.4 nA, VS = 0.6 V. Crystallographic
orientations have been marked. (b) z image of the silica bilayer film on Ru(0001)
with atomic resolution, scan range 5 × 5 nm2, IT = 0.5 nA, and VS = 1.6 V. O
and Si positions are highlighted by the balls in red and green color, respectively.
All the images shown here were acquired with the preamplifier gain setting of
108 V/A with an upper cut-off frequency (−3 dB) of 200 kHz.

STM imaging at elevated sample temperatures was also per-
formed to demonstrate its function for variable temperature mea-
surements. Terraces and steps of the Au(111) surface are shown in
the overview STM image [Fig. 12(a)] acquired at a temperature of
400 K. Its herringbone reconstruction at high temperature is clearly
resolved in both the overview and zoomed-in STM images [Fig.
12(b)]. With our presented instrument, STM images at sample tem-
peratures of up to 500 K can be easily measured. Scanning at higher
temperatures is possible with the sample clamped at the cryostat to
more efficiently compensate the heating effect of the hot sample on
the scanner.

As one step further, we measured surface dynamic processes
with our instrument. Here, the diffusion of oxygen atoms on the
Ru(0001) surface was chosen. A low-coverage oxygen layer was pre-
pared on the clean Ru(0001) substrate by simply exposing the sample

FIG. 12. Conventional STM images in a constant current mode at an elevated
temperature (400 K). (a) Overview image of the tunneling current deviation of
the Au(111) surface showing terraces and steps, scan range 120 × 120 nm2, IT
= 1.0 nA, and VS = 1.0 V. (b) Zoomed-in STM image of the Au(111) sur-
face showing the herringbone reconstruction, scan range 22 × 22 nm2, IT
= 1.0 nA, and VS = 1.0 V. The crystallographic orientation of the reconstruction has
been marked in (b). All the images shown here were acquired with the preamplifier
gain setting of 108 V/A with an upper cut-off frequency (−3 dB) of 200 kHz.
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FIG. 13. Conventional constant current STM imaging of low-coverage oxygen
atoms on Ru(0001) at room temperature (300 K). (a) High resolution STM image,
scan range 9 × 9 nm, IT = 1.0 nA, and VS = 1.0 V. Isolated oxygen atoms and
small clusters co-exist on the surface, as labeled by the red circles. The image
was acquired with the preamplifier gain setting of 108 V/A with an upper cut-off
frequency (−3 dB) of 200 kHz. (b) The adsorption model of oxygen atoms on
Ru(0001): Ru atoms in gray and O atoms in red. Small clusters form (2 × 2)
phase by occupying every two hcp sites (highlighted by the white square). Atoms
separated by more than three surface-lattice constant are regarded as isolated
(highlighted by the green square).

in 2 × 10−6 mbar O2 for 30 s at room temperature. As shown
in Fig. 13(a), the oxygen structures can be resolved by our STM
with atomic resolution. Each protrusion corresponds to an oxygen
atom, revealing the co-existence of isolated atoms and small clus-
ters. Clusters exhibit the (2 × 2) structure with respect to the surface
[Fig. 13(b)].2,65–67 Atoms separated by more than three surface-
lattice constant are regarded as isolated.68 The “dashes” in the STM
image are attributed to diffusion of O atoms with a speed faster than
the scanning speed in the x direction.15

B. High-speed STM imaging
In order to track the diffusion processes of oxygen atoms on the

Ru(0001) surface, we performed high-speed STM imaging. Figure
14(a) shows the raw data of an STM image for the fast spiral scan-
ning on a low-coverage oxygen adlayer. Individual oxygen atoms are
resolved with an acquisition time of 33.3 ms per image. The images
show higher resolution in the central area and slightly lower resolu-
tion at the edge of the image due to the uneven density of data points
in the CAV scanning mode.45 The atomic resolution is enhanced by
applying a 2D Gaussian filter to the raw data [Fig. 14(b)]. To push
the speed limit, scans with higher scan rates of 16.7 [Figs. 14(c) and
14(d)] and 8.3 ms [Figs. 14(e) and 14(f)] per image were performed.
As shown in Fig. 14(e), atomic resolution is still preserved in the
raw data when scanning with a rate of 120 frames per second. STM
images from high-speed spiral scanning are used to generate videos
for revealing the oxygen diffusion dynamics on Ru(0001). The video
provided in the supplementary material is acquired with a scan speed
of 16.7 ms per STM image. Within measurements of several minutes,
which corresponds to thousands of frames, the videos show almost
no drift of the scan position. Therefore, no drift correction was nec-
essary. The images show little to no distortion effects and reveal the
atomic lattice throughout the entire scan area.

Figures 15(a) and 15(b) present two continuous STM images
taken from a video with a scan rate of 16.7 ms per image at room

FIG. 14. High-speed STM images of the tunneling current deviation at room tem-
perature (300 K) of a low-coverage oxygen structure with a scan speed of 33.3 ms
(a) and (b), 16.7 ms (c) and (d), and 8.3 ms (e) and (f) per image, scan diameter
= 5.0 nm, a slow feedback has been used for keeping an average IT of 2.0 nA, VS
= 0.9 V. (a), (c), and (e) show the 2D histogram raw data (number of bins: 100).
(b), (d), and (f) show the 2D histogram filtered data (2D Gaussian filter).

temperature (300 K). Since the diffusion rate of oxygen atoms is
strongly influenced by inter-atom interactions, we only investigate
the single atoms that are more than three surface lattice constant
away from the nearest-neighboring oxygen atoms.68 At room tem-
perature, single oxygen atoms typically diffuse with a displacement
of one surface lattice constant, as highlighted by the white square in
Fig. 15(b). To inspect the influence of the temperature on the diffu-
sion dynamics, we heat the sample to variable temperatures during
STM scanning. Figures 15(c) and 15(d) show two continuous STM
images with a scan rate of 16.7 ms per image at 330 K. There, a dif-
fusion distance of two surface lattice constant is typically observed
[white square in Fig. 15(d)]. A hopping rate of 7 s−1 is derived from
the videos at 330 K, which is much faster than the diffusion at 300
K with a rate of 2 s−1. The kinetic parameters for the diffusion pro-
cesses of single oxygen atoms on Ru(0001) can be extracted from the
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FIG. 15. High-speed STM images of the tunneling current deviation showing the
diffusion of single oxygen atoms at different temperatures. (a) and (b) Two continu-
ous STM images with a scan speed of 16.7 ms per image at 300 K, scan diameter
= 5 nm, a slow feedback has been used for keeping an average IT of 2.0 nA,
VS = 0.9 V. (c) and (d) Two continuous STM images with a scan speed of 16.7
ms per image at 330 K, scan diameter = 5 nm, a slow feedback has been used
for keeping an average IT of 2.0 nA, VS = 0.9 V. The colored circles in the STM
images indicate the position of oxygen atoms. The oxygen atoms in their initial
positions have been marked by red dots, while green dots indicate the atoms that
have been moved to a new position. The white squares highlight the diffusion of
the single oxygen atoms (separated with neighbors by more than three surface-
lattice constant). Typically, at 300 K, the single oxygen atom diffuses the distance
of one surface lattice, while at 330 K, the diffusion distance is two surface lattices.
The yellow square highlights the diffusion of an oxygen atom bonded with another
one, which is not included in the statistics for the diffusion rate of single atoms.

variable temperature measurements and will be published in detail
somewhere else.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We presented the design, construction, and first experimental

results of a scanning tunneling microscope that operates with scan
speeds above the video rate. The construction of a compact, rigid,
and highly symmetric STM head ensures vibrational stability and
low thermal drift. The design of a hybrid scanner composed of two
independent tube piezos benefits tip positioning and feedback con-
trol during fast scanning. Spiral scanning geometry is used to avoid
the limitations inherent to conventional raster scanning modes. Ini-
tial measurements show atomic resolution in both the conventional
scanning and fast spiral scanning with a speed of 8.3 ms per image.
The availability of preamplifiers and digitizers with wider bandwidth
combined with improved spiral geometries would enable to push
the scan speed beyond the millisecond range. Furthermore, in situ
heating the sample to higher temperatures is demonstrated, which

enables future experiments, such as to resolve the interconversion
between the crystalline and vitreous phases in glass films.20,21,60–64

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In the supplementary material, we provide a video acquired
with a scan speed of 16.7 ms per image. The video shows a 1 min
sequence of spiral STM images of an oxygen covered Ru(0001) sur-
face. The scan was performed at room temperature in quasi-constant
height mode (scan diameter = 5 nm, VS = 0.9 V, and a slow feed-
back has been used for keeping an average IT of 2.0 nA). The frames
show the fluctuation of the tunneling current and are reconstructed
on a 100 × 100 grid by using 2D histograms as outlined in Sec. II E.
The displayed real time is provided by the real time operating system
(RTEMS) of the VMEbus system. The video is an example for the live
video that can be monitored during the measurement, as mentioned
in Sec. II E.
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